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STEP-BY-STEP STABILITY IN THE NUMERICAL 
SOLUTION OF PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
by 
J.G. Verwer & K. Dekker 
ABSTRACT 
The subject of this paper is numerical stability in the time-integration of 
evolutionary problems in partial differential equations, primarily nonlinear 
problems. Following the method of lines approach, and supported by the 
strong developments which have taken place in the field of nonlinear stiff 
ordinary differential equations, the authors examine various useful numerical 
stability concepts for nonlinear partial differential equations, such _ as 
contractivity, monotonicity and conservation. The paper is of an expository 
nature. Its main objective is to illustrate the close connections between stiff 
problems and partial differential equations with respect to nonlinear stability. 
The well-known energy method plays an important role in this respect. 
Several examples of partial differential equations are treated so as to illus-
trate these connections. Now and then the authors embark upon applications 
which result from the nonlinear stability analysis, mainly in the two sections 
which deal with the well-known shallow water equations. For these equa-
tions a rigorous nonlinear stability analysis is presented. 
KEY WORDS & PHRASES: Initial Value Problems, Partial Differential 
Equations, Stiff Ordinary Differential Equa-
tions, Nonlinear Numerical Stability, Energy 
Method, Shallow Water Equations. 
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1. Introduction 
Many existing numerical methods for evolutionary problems in partial differential equations show a 
direct relation to integration methods for stiff ordinary differential equations. This relationship can be 
most clearly visualized via the so-called method of lines approach. Herewith the numerical solution pro-
cess is considered as to consist of two parts, viz. space-discretization and time-integration. In the space-
discretization the partial differential equation is converted into a system of ordinary differential equations 
by discretizing the space variables, while the time variable is left continuous. Usually, the space-
discretization is performed, either by the finite difference method, or by the finite element method. Spec-
tral methods can also be applied, however. In the time-integration the resulting system of differential 
equations, often called the semi-discrete problem, is integrated by an existing integration formula which is 
most appropriate for the problem at hand. Hence the relationship we are talking about lies in the time-
integration of the partial differential equation. 
1bis paper is concerned with numerical stability in the time-integration, primarily for nonlinear prob-
lems. Following the method of lines approach, and supported by the strong developments which have 
taken place in the field of nonlinear stiff ordinary differential equations, we examine various useful sta-
bility concepts for nonlinear partial differential equations. Herewith we should mention of course that in 
partial differential equations nonlinear numerical stability has been a topic much longer than in ordinary 
differential equations. Hampered by the large diversity the developments in partial differential equations 
drop behind, however. An example is furnished by the well-known energy method, the application of 
which still may be rather cumbersome (Richtmyer & Morton [20], Section 6.2). 
} Our paper is of an expository nature. Its main objective is to illustrate the close connections between 
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stiff problems and partial differential equations with respect to nonlinear stability. We also take the 
opportunity, however, for embarking upon some new applications which result from our nonlinear stabil-
ity analysis, mainly in Sections 7 and 8. We wish to mention that our paper bears a resemblance with 
recent work of Sanz-Serna (22], who surveys the use of stability and consistency concepts from the field 
of stiff equations for convergence proofs for approximati<;ms to time-dependent partial differential equa-
tions. 
Section 2 is devoted to a discussion of the relevant stability concepts for semi-discrete problems, viz. 
contractivity, monotonicity and conservation In Section 3 we transplant these concepts to integration 
methods for semi-discrete problems. For many methods of practical importance, monotonicity and con-
servation can be established by combining the analytic tools from the field of stiff nonlinear problems 
with techniques from the aforementioned energy method. 1bis is illustrated in the remaining sections 
which deal with several examples. 
Sections 4,5 and 6 are devoted to classical examples, such as a simple nonlinear parabolic problem, a 
hyperbolic model problem, and a typical diffusion-convection equation. In Sections 7 and 8 we present a 
nonlinear stability analysis of approximations for the two-space dimensional shallow water equations. 
These equations are of direct practical importance in numerical fluid dynamics. We have chosen them as 
an example in our survey, since shallow water computations are often hampered by severe nonlinear 
instabilities. In our discussion we embark upon some possibly useful applications which result from a 
rigorous nonlinear stability analysis. Among others, we consider a locally one-dimensional splitting 
scheme, the stability of which can be guaranteed despite the non-linearities in the shallow water equa-
tions. We present this scheme as an alternative for two alternating direction implicit schemes proposed 
by Gustafsson [11] and Fairweather & Navon [7]. These alternating direction implicit schemes do suffer 
from nonlinear instabilities. 
2. Review of some stability concepts for semi-discrete problems 
Throughout this paper it is supposed that the (stiff) initial value problem 
d U = F(t ,U;~), · = dt, (2.1) 
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t >0, U(0)= u°, 
F(t ,-;A):IR m -IR m, 
represents a semi-discrete, time-continuous approximation to a given initial value problem or initial-
boundary value problem for a partial differential equation. It will always be tacitly assumed that a 
unique solution exists and that F is as often differentiable as the numerical analysis requires. 
The symbol A refers to the grid spacing in the space domain of the partial differential equation. We 
have included A as a parameter in the ordinary differential system (2.1) in order to emphasize that the 
vector function F and the vector variable U, also called the time continuous grid function, are always 
parameterized with respect to the grid spacing A in the space domain. The finer the grid, the larger m 
and the stiffer the problem. We are somewhat reluctant in calling (2.1) stiff in advance, since it is uncom-
mon to dassify semi-discrete hyperbolic equations as stiff. For our presentation, however, it is con-
venient to suppose that (2.1) is a stiff problem. This is justified if the stiffness of the problem is related to 
the grid distance in space. 
It is necessary to obtain stability results which are valid uniform in the grid distance. Consequently, 
rather than considering one specific initial value problem (2.1), a whole family will be taken into con-
sideration. Each particular grid distance in space defines a member of this family. In what follows, the 
statement "independent of A or uniform in A" always means that the property we are talking about applies 
to the whole semi-discrete family (2.1), in a uniform way. Herewith we note that in our analysis the 
dimension m =m(A) of (2.1) remains f~te. We do not study c~nvergence questions. Finally, for conveni-
ence of notation we will mostly write U =F(t ,U) rather than U =F(t ,U;A). 
Defmition 2.1. L1et II· II be a given norm on IR m. The differential equation (2.1) is called dissipative with 
respect to this norm, if every pair of solutions U and U satisfies 
II U(t +T)- U(t +r)II ~ II U(t )- U(t )II, all T>0. • (2.2) 
Definition 2.2. Let II· II be a given norm on IR m. The differential equation (2.1) is called monotone, with 
respect to this norm, if every solution U satisfies 
IIU(t +T)II ~ IIU(t)II, all T>0. • (2.3) 
Defmition 2.3. Let II· II be a given norm on IR m. The differential equation (2.1) is called conservative, 
with respect to this norm, if every solution U satisfies 
! IIU(t)II = 0. D (2.4) 
Semi-discrete systems with these properties are frequently encountered in the time-integration of par-
tial differential equations, in particular monotone and conservative systems. IIU(t)II is then related to 
some physical quantity, like mass, momentum or energy, which is kept monotone or is conserved by the 
partial differential equation. We will illustrate this in the examples of Sections 4-8. Needless to say that 
the above properties should hold uniform in A. Occasionally we will use the terminology "F is dissipa-
tive", etc. 
Remark 2.4. From Definition (2.1 )-(2.2) it trivially follows that 
dissipativity =} monotonicity 
if U (t) = 0 is a solution of (2.1 ). The converse is not true, according to the following scalar counter exam-
ples =a(s )s. This pseudo-linear scalar equation is monotone, iff a (s )~0, alls EIR. However, if a(s) is 
such that o[a (s )s] / os >0, the difference of any two solutions will increase with t, i.e. there is no con-
tractivity. Contractivity or dissipativity deals with the growth of differences of solutions (perturbation 
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sensitivity), whereas monotonicity deals with the growth of solutions itself. Hence, only for homogeneous 
linear problems 
U = A(t)U, 
both concepts are identical, since here the difference of any two solutions is a solution too. The non-
homogeneous linear problem 
U = A (t)U +G(t), 
may very well be dissipative, but not monotone due to increasing solution components imposed by the 
forcing term G(t). • 
A fundamental role in the nonlinear stability analysis is played by the following result emanating 
from Dahlquist [4]: 
Theorem 2.5. Let II· II be a given norm on R m. Let -,, ER be such that 
µ[F'(t ,r)Jie;;;v, all f ER m, F'(t ,r}=aF(t ,r) / a~, 
where µ, denotes the logarithmic matrix norm corresponding to II· II. Then, for any two solutions U and (J of 
(2.1 ), we have 
II U(t +T)- U(t +T)II E;;;e..,.11 U(t )- U(t )II, all T>O. • (2.5) 
The proof of this important result is too long to repeat it here. It is also contained in [5], Chapter I. 
That monograph surveys recent results on stability and consistency of Runge-Kutta methods for stiff 
nonlinear problems. Virtually all properties and results we deal with in Sections 2 and 3 of this paper are 
discussed in much more detail in that monograph. So, in Sections 2 and 3, we often tacitly refer to [5]. 
Needless to say that many results concerning nonlinear stiff problems emanate from the pioneering work 
of Dahlquist, Butcher, Burrage and many others. 
Theorem 2.5 shows that the logarithmic norm of the Jacobian matrix of F can be used for investigat-
ing dissipativity, viz. if vE;;;O equation (2.1) is dissipative. For a given matrix A, µ[A] is defined by 
µ[A] = 1im III +hA 11-1. (2_6) 
h-+0+ h 
Here II· II denotes a subordinate matrix norm. For the standard norms µ[A] is known. Considering the 
11 ,12, and 100 norm in Rm, we have (A =(aij )) 
/L1[A] = m~(ajj + ~ la;j I), (2.7) 
J i=/=j 
1£2[A ] = maximal eigenvalue of A ~AT , (2.8) 
µ,00[A] = m!lJ{(aij + ~ I aij I). 
I j=/=i 
(2.9) 
For real inner product norms, llfll =<fl>½, µ[A] can be written as 
µ[A] = max <A f,f> 
r=l=Q 11r112 • 
(2.10) 
and is called the one-sided Lipschitz constant of A . 
In fact, for inner product norms the condition µ[F'(t ,n)E;;;v, all r ER m, can be replaced by the so-
called one-sided Lipschitz condition for F: 
<F(t ,f1)-F(t .f2).f1 -f2>E;;;vllf1-f2112, all f1.f2 ER m, (2.11) 
where .,, is now called a one-sided Lipschitz constant of F. To see this, we denote 
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q,(t) = IIU(t)-U(t)ll 2=< U(t)-U(t),ii(t)-U(t)> 
for any two solutions U and ii of (2.1 ). Then 
4>(.t) = 2< ;[U(t)-U(t)),ii(t)-U(t)> E;; 2vq,(t). 
Multiplying both sides of the inequality q,(t)E.;2vq,(t) with 
11(t) = exp(-2 f 11dT), 
0 
yields the inequality ; (q,(t)'q(t))E.;0, from which we conclude that for t ~O, q,(t)'q(t) monotonically 
decreases. This in turn implies relation (2.5) of Theorem 2.5. 
Theorem 2.5 turns out to be very useful for semi-discrete partial differential equations, since in many 
applications the logarithmic norm of F' or the one-sided Lipschitz constant of F can be shown to be 
non-positive uniform in 4, i.e. dissipativity of the whole semi-discrete family. 
As shown in Remark 2.4, monotonicity cannot be concluded from contractivity if the zero vector is 
not a trivial solution of the differential equation (2.1). For inner product norms it is again easy to verify 
that any solution U satisfies 
IIU(t +T)IIE;;e 11"IIU(t)II, all T>O, (2.12) 
if F is such that, for 8 ER , 
(2.13) 
Hence, condition (2.13) with 8E.;0 implies monotonicity. Similarly, for inner product norms the problem is 
conservative, iff 
<F(t,r),!> = 0, all fERm. (2.14) 
We conclude this section with a result on the growth of solutions of homogeneous pseudo-linear sys-
tems 
U = A(t,U)U. 
Theorem 2.6 (Dahlquist). Let II· II be a given norm on Rm. Let 11ER be such that 
µ.[A(t,O) E;; 11, all fERm. 
Then any solution U of the pseudo-linear system (2.15) satisfies 
IIU(t +T)II E;; e..,.IIU(t)II, all T>O. • 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
(2.17) 
This result for the pseudo-linear system (2.15) enables us to investigate monotonicity for arbitrary norms 
without computing the Jacobian matrix which is necessary for the application of Theorem 2.5. More-
over, according to Remark 2.4, for pseudo-linear systems the condition of monotonicity is less restrictive 
then the condition of dissipativity. 
3. Review of some stability concepts for integration formulas 
Along the lines of the previous section we next define the corresponding stability properties for 
integration formulas for the semi-discrete system (2.1). We concentrate on one-step methods 
un • un+I, 
whose stepsize tn+ 1-tn will be denoted by T. un~u(tn) is called the fully discrete grid function at time 
t = tn . In what follows it is tacitly assumed that the step un • un + 1 is well-defined, i.e. we assume that 
un + 1 uniquely exists for any given T and un . As familiar examples we mention the explicit Euler 
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formula 
un+I = un +-rF(t Un) 
n, ' (3.1) 
the implicit Euler formula 
(3.2) 
and the implicit midpoint rule 
Un +un+I 
un+I = un +-rF(tn +½-r, 2 ). (3.3) 
We will be mostly concerned with these standard schemes or variants thereof. 
It is emphasized that in accordance with the approach for the time-continuous problem (2.1) all pro-
perties and results on numerical step-by-step stability should be valid uniform in the grid spacing fl. 
Definition 3.1. Let 11·11 be a given norm on Rm. The integration method is called contractive for (2.1), 
with respect to this norm, if a real number -r0 =-r0(!l) exists such that 
lllln+I_Un+III..;;; lllln -Unll for all -rE(0,-ro]- • (3.4) 
This definition of numerical contractivity corresponds to Definition 2.1 which deals with contractivity of 
exact solutions. It is implicitly assumed that -r0(!l) does not depend on specific choices of un and un. In 
our definitions on stability, un and un always represent arbitrary points in Rm. 
We notice that it is often possible to take -r0(!l)= oo, e.g. if the problem (2.1) is dissipative for some 
inner product norm and the integration method is an· algebraically stable Runge-Kutta method such as 
(3.2) or (3.3) (cf. Burrage & Butcher [2], see also [5]). We shall give their proof for implicit midpoint 
and implicit Euler. 
Example 3.2. Consider the I-stage Runge-Kutta formula 
Y = un +~-rF(Y), 
un+I = un +-rF(Y), 
where, for convenience of notation, F is supposed to be autonomous. The coefficient values ~=½ and 
~= 1 yield implicit midpoint and implicit Euler, respectively. Let un ,Y,un+I and un ,Y,Un+I denote 
two different numerical solutions. Further, denote Vo= un - un' Vi= Y- Y, V= un +I - un +I and 
W=-rF(Y)--rF(Y). Then 
Vi = Vo+~w, V= Vo+ W, 
and 
IIVll2 = IIV0 11 2+2<V0,W>+IIWll2, 
<Vo,W> = <Vi,W>-A!IWll2• 
Substitution of < V 0, W > into the first formula yields 
IIVll2 = 11Voll2+2<Vi,W>+(l-~)IIWll2• 
The condition of dissipativity for Fis <Vi,W>=s;;;;O, so that IIVll=s;;;;IIV011 for all -r>0, if ~;;;;i:½ (the con-
dition of algebraic stability for the present I-stage method). D 
Example 3.3. For the implicit Euler method contractivity with -r0(!l)= oo can be shown for arbitrary vec-
tor norms. Let II· II be a given norm. Suppose that for this norm 14.F'(t ,O]=s;;;;v, all f (cf. Th. 2.5). Then for 
any two implicit Euler solutions un 'un + I and un 'un + I it holds that 
11un+J_ un+ 111 ,.;;; -1-1-11un - un II, all TP<l. (3.5) 
-PT 
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Hence, if v..;;;O we have contractivity for all r>O. This contractivity property of implicit Euler holds for 
any vector norm on R m • In that respect it is rather exceptional. The proof is based on logarithmic norm 
properties and is too long to repeat here (see [5], Section 2.4). • 
Defmition 3.4. Let II· II be a given norm on Rm. The integration method is called monotone for (2.1 ), with 
respect to this norm, if a real number r0=r0(d) exists such that 
II un + 111 ..;;; II un II for all 'T E(o ,To]. • (3.6) 
This definition corresponds to Definition 2.2 which deals with monotonicity of time-continuous solu-
tions U(t). Notice that 
numerical contractivity zj numerical monotonicity 
if un + 1 ~ un =O is a solution of the integration method for all r>O. As it is for contractivity, it is often 
possible to take-T0(d)=oo. For example, for inner product norms any algebraically stable Runge-Kutta 
method is monotone for (2.1) for all r>O, if F satisfies the monotonicity condition <F(t J)J>..;;;O, all 
tER m (see (2.13)). The proof of this result is completely analogous to the proof of the implication: 
algebraic stability zj BN -stability (Burrage & Bucher [2], Th. 2.2). For implicit Euler and implicit mid-
point the proof of this implication is just the proof given in Example 3.2. For these two methods an 
interesting situation arises if the problem is of the pseudo-linear form (2.15). 
Example 3.5. Let II· II be an inner product norm. The pseudo-linear system U =A (t ,U)U is then mono-
tone, if 
<A (t ,r)tJ>..;;;O, all t ER m. 
In that case the implicit Euler solution 
and implicit midpoint solution 
un+I 
un+I 
Un +un+I Un +un+I 
un +rA(tn +½r, 2 ) 2 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
also behave monotone for all r>O, since both methods are algebraically stable. Furthermore, if the 
matrix A satisfies 
<A (t ,btJ>..;;;O, all tJER m, 
their pseudo-linear forms 
(3.9) 
(3.7') 
(3.8') 
are monotone too, for all r>O. This result is 3: trivial consequence of the monotonicity of both methods 
for constant coefficient monotone problems U =AU. In applications the pseudo-linear forms may be 
more attractive because the solution un + 1 is no longer implicitly defined. The pseudo-linear forms are 
expected to be somewhat less accurate, however. The order of consistency of (3.8') is one instead of two. 
This order decrase can be avoided by using the slightly more complicated pseudo-linear form 
(3.8") 
In partial differential equations we often meet pseudo-linear semi-discrete problems U =A (t ,U)U satis-
fying (3.9). • 
Example 3.6. Like for contractivity, implicit Euler can be proved to be monotone for arbitrary norms 
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when applied to monotone pseudo-linear problems. Suppose that the matrix A satisfies condition (2.16) 
for some given appropriate norm II· II. From logarithmic norm properties it then follows that both the 
implicit Euler solution (3.7) and the pseudo-linear solution (3.7') satisfy 
11un+ 111:,;;;; -l-1-11un11, all rv<l. 
-rv 
The proof of this result is almost identical to the proof of inequality (3.5). • 
Definition 3.7. Let II· II be a given norm on Rm. The integration method is called conservative for (2.1), 
with respect to this norm, if 
11un+ 111 = II Un II for all r>0. • (3.10) 
This defii:ritio111 corresponds to Definition 2.3 which deals with conservation of time-continuous solu-
tions U ( t ). It is well-known that implicit midpoint preserves this property for systems (2.1) satisfying the 
conservation relation (2.14): consider (3.3) and form the inner product of un + 1 - un with un + 1 + un to 
obtain 
IIUn+lll2 -IIUn 11 2 = <Un+l_Un ,un+l+ Un >=0. 
Likewise, if the matrix A of the pseudo-linear problem (2.15) satisfies the conservation relation 
<A (t ,ht(> = 0, all (,tER m, (3.11) 
the pseudo-linear midpoint rule (3.8') can be proved to be conservative too. 
In the followi111g example we will show how the classical 4-th order explicit Runge-Kutta method can 
be made conservative and monotone. 
Example 3.8. For convenience of notation we let F be autonomous. Consider the s-stage explicit Runge-
Kutta formula 
Y; 
i-1 
un +r ~ ai1F(Y1), i = l(l)s, 
j=l 
s 
Un +l = Un +r ~ b1F(Y1 ), 
j=l 
where Y1 = un. Let 11·11 be an inner product norm. Denote Fj =rF(Y1). Then 
s s 
II Un + 111 2 = II Un 11 2 +2 ~bi <U\.ft > + ~ bibJ <Fi,Fj >. 
i=l i,j=l 
From the inner product of Yi with Fi we have 
i-1 
<Un,Fi> = <Yi,Fi>- ~au<Fi,FJ>, 
j=l 
which on substitution into the above relation gives 
s 
II Un +111 2 = II Un 11 2 +2 ~bi <Yi,Fi >-Q, 
i =I 
where (compare with relation (2.6) in Burrage & Butcher [21) 
s 
Q = ~ mu<F;,Fj>, mu=b;au+b1aJi-b;b1. 
iJ=l 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
The idea is to make the weights b1 solution dependent, such that Q = 0. The scheme then preserves con-
servation, while it preserves monotonicity if all weights are positive. Below we will show that for the 4-
stage scheme with the Butcher array 
8 
0 0 
½ ½ 0 
½ 0 ½ 0 (3.14) 
I 0 0 I 0 
b1 b2 b3 b4 
the idea is feasible. 
For b 1 =b4= I/ 6 and b2=b3= I/ 3 we obtain the classical 4-th order scheme. Let us try b; =yb;, 
where y is a solution dependent parameter used to satisfy the condition Q =O. Substitution of these 
specific weights into (3.13) reveals that Q =O, if 
8 y = 1--, (3.15) 
.,., 
where 
4 
T/ = Ii ~b;F;ll2, 8 = 11-b2<F1,F2>-b3<F2,F3>-2b4<F3,F4>. 
i=I 
For a sensible application it is required that y is close to one. Let us examine the asymptotic behaviour 
of y as T-+0. It is trivially seen that T/ = 0 ( ~). since F; = TF( Y;) and b 1 + ... + b 4 = I. Next, after a tedious 
inspection, one can see that 8 can be rewritten as 
8 = (IIF1-F2-F3+F4ll2+3IIF3-F2ll2+6<F3-F2,F1-F4>)/36. 
By using this expression for 8 it is not difficult to prove that 8 = 0 (-r5), so that y = I + 0 ( ~) as T-+0. 
To sum up, the Butcher array 
0 0 
½ ½ 0 
½ 0 ½ 0 (3.16) 
I 0 0 I 0 
..r. ..r. ..r. ..r. 
6 3 3 6 
where y is defined by (3.15), defines a 4-stage explicit Runge-Kutta scheme which is conservative for con-
servative problems and monotone for monotone problems, provided y>O. Because the weights b; are 
third order perturbations of the constant weights b;, the scheme is of order 3 instead of order 4, at least 
if un+I is meant to approximate U(t) at t =tn +T. However, if un+I is interpreted as an approximation 
to U(t) at 
(3.17) 
the order of consistency remains four. This can be understood by examining the local error expansion of 
un + 1 in powers of YT rather than T. Consequently, in applications it is preferable to use the variable 
step interpretation (3.17). D 
We have shown how the classical explicit 4-th order Runge-Kutta method can be modified so as to 
make it conservative and monotone. Naturally, scheme (3.16) is still explicit implying that in actual com-
putation one has to be careful in selecting T. We recommend to select T such that y is close to one. The 
performance of the new scheme is then very much alike the performance of the classical 4-th order 
scheme, of course. What remains is that one has an absolute guarantee that the computation remains 
stable for nonlinear conservative or monotone problems. For problems with wave like phenomena where 
an explicit time-integration should be considered because of accuracy requirements, this stability option 
may be of interest. We briefly return to this point in Section 8. 
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Remark 3.9. In literature, Runge-Kutta formulas with solution dependent coefficients are called rational-
or nonlinear formulas (Lambert [16], Wambecq [28], Hairer [12], Calvo & Quemada [31). A conservative 
and monotone second order, 2-stage scheme, similar to (3.16), has been proposed in Verwer & Dekker 
[26]. That scheme is closely related to the specific scheme Hairer examines for parabolic problems. 
Sanz-Serna [23] has investigated a nonlinear modification of the explicit midpoint rule (leap frog). His 
modification preserves conservation, but is not monotone. Sanz-Serna reports illustrative experiments for 
the nonlinear Korteweg-de Vries equation. • 
We should like to conclude the present section with two more definitions on step-by-step stability. 
Though we will not return to these definitions very often, they cannot be missed in a survey paper like 
this. 
Definition 3.10. Let II· II be a given norm on Rm. The integration method is called C-stable for (2.1 ), 
with respect to this norm, if a real number To=T0(.::l) and a real constant C0 exist, C0 independent of .::l, 
such that 
(3.18) 
If C0 is positive, we allow an increase in the difference un - un. C-stability is an abbreviation for 
"convergence stability" and is in fact nothing else as stability in the Lax-Richtmyer sense (see Richtmyer 
and Morton [20]), In [5] the authors distinguish between "convergence stability" and "computing stabil-
ity". The latter property is just contractivity. In applications, especially those where long time calcula-
tions are of importance, C -stability is normally not sufficient to keep the computation stable, though it 
suffices for proving convergence (see also Sanz-Serna [221). C-stability is a minimal property to be 
imposed on any integration method for evolutionary problems in partial differential equations. If we sup-
pose that problem (2.1) satisfies the one-sided Lipschitz condition (2.11) for some given 11, 11 independent 
of .::l, any algebraically stable Runge-Kutta method which is also BS/ -stable, is C-stable (see [5], Section 
7.4). 
Our last definition deals with the classical concepts of absolute stability, A -stability, and the like. Sup-
pose that our semi-discrete problem (2.1) is of the constant coefficient type 
U =AU. 
For this problem any one-step integration method can be written as 
un+I = R(TA)Un, 
(3.19) 
(3.20) 
where R (TA) is a specific matrix valued polynomial or rational function. The scalar function R (z ):C • c 
is the familiar stability function. The method is called absolutely stable at z EC , if, for this z, IR (z) I ,e;;;; I. 
If the method is absolutely stable for all z EC, Re(z),e;;;;O, it is called A-stable. If the coefficients of the 
integration method are real constants, we have 
IR(TA[A ])I <1 .c;,;,. a[R(TA )]<I, (3.21) 
where A[A ] stands for an arbitrary eigenvalue of A and a denotes the spectral radius. This equivalence 
relates the property of absolute stability with the spectral condition property for (3.20): 
Defmition 3.11. The integration method satisfies the spectral condition property if a real number 
To=T0(.::l) exists such that a[R(TA)]<l for all stepsizes TE(0,T0]. • 
It is emphasized that (3.21) may not be valid for nonlinear methods such as (3.16) (cf. Hairer [121). 
If the spectral condition is satisfied it holds that 
un+I • 0 as n • OO. 
Clearly, this is a significantly weaker type of stability than strict monotonicity, which requires 
IIR(TA)ll<l for some norm. However, if A is a normal matrix, we have the well-known equality 
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IIR(,-A )ll2 = a[R(,-A )]. (3.22) 
In each of the following sections we will examine a specific partial differential equation and a 
corresponding approximation. Herewith we will concentrate on the step-by-step stability of this approxi-
mation so as to illustrate the application and use of the aforementioned stability concepts. Needless to 
say that the accuracy of the approximations should be considered too. In our paper, however, accuracy 
aspects will come up for discussion in an indirect way only. Further, we will exclusively use finites 
differences for the space-discretization. 
4. A pseudo-line.ar parabolic problem 
The first example we examine is the pseudo-linear parabolic equation 
a 
u, = ax(d(t,x,u)ux), O<x<l, t>0, (4.1) 
where d(t ,x ,u) is always strictly positive. H we define d(t ,x ,u)=5u4, we obtain the nonlinear example 
problem used by Richtmyer & Morton [20), Section 8.6, for illustrating the heuristic approach of the 
linear stability theory for nonlinear problems. We impose homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions 
u(0,t) = u(l,t)=0, t>l, (4.2) 
and suppose that at t =0 an initial function u(x ,0), 0o;;;;;x:,;;;;; 1, has been defined. 
To begin with we consider the integral expression 
I 
We have, using (4.1) and (4.2), 
E(t) = f u2(x ,t)dx. 
0 
I I I 
½.E(t) = fu,udx= fu(dux)x·dx=-fdu}dx<O. 
0 0 0 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
E is often called the energy integral. The reason for this name is that the physical energy of the physical 
system underlying to (4.1) sometimes can be expressed in this way. We see that E monotonically 
decreases with evolution in time. We will require a similar monotonicity behaviour for the semi-discrete 
and fully discrete approximation, respectively. Hence the approach followed is based on ideas of the so 
called energy method (see Richtmyer & Morton [20), Section 6.2). 
Let us derive the semi-discrete system which we base on finite differences. The interval 0o;;;;;x :,;;;;; 1 is 
divided into m + 1 equal subintervals of length tu =(m + 1)- 1• On the resulting grid 
{ xj :xj =j tu ,j = 1(1 )m } we approximate (dux )x by means of second order central differences. If we 
denote ¼(t)~u(xj,t) to be the resulting time-continuous approximation at x =xj, we thus have 
(dux)xlx=x; ~ (tu)-2[Dj-tUj-I-(Dj+Dj-I)¼+DjUj+t1, (4.5) 
where 
(4.6) 
and U0(t)=Um+ 1(t)=0. It follows that the time-continuous grid function U=[U1, ••• ,Umf satisfies the 
pseudo-linear semi-discrete system 
U = A(U)U, 
where A ( U) is the symmetric, negative definite m X m matrix 
(4.7) 
1 A(U) = --(LU)2 
• • 
• 
• 
• 
• 
-(Dm-l + Dm-2) 
Dm-l 
• 
• 
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• 
(4.8) 
The negative definiteness follows from the fact that A ( U) is irreducibly diagonally dominant with nega-
tive diagonal entries (Varga [25], p. 23). 
From Theorem 2.6 we can directly conclude that the resulting semi-discrete problem (4.7) is mono-
tone in the usual /P -norms for p = 1,2 and oo. Alternatively, for the /2-norm llkll}=LU <kJ>2, strict 
monotonicity can be directly concluded from 
½ !IIUII} = LU<A(U)U,U>2 <0. (4.9) 
We also observe that 
IIU(t)II} = E(t)+O((LU)2), 
which can be seen by approximating the integral expression with the trapezoidal rule on the x -grid and 
by replacing u(xJ,t) by ½(t). Hence, IIU(t)II} represents the semi-discrete energy. For the present prob-
lem, 11·112 is therefore sometimes called the energy norm. Consequently, in view of (4.4), monotonicity in 
/2 is a very natural property here. 
It is emphasized that in case we space-discretize on a non-equidistant x -grid monotonicity in /2 can 
be proved in the same way. The 12-norm then is to be defined by llk112 =LU <Dk,k>2, where LU stands 
for the maximal gpd distance and D is a positive diagonal matrix whose entries are related to the various 
grid distances (weights in the corresponding trapezoidal rule approximation for E (t )). 
We next consider the time-integration of system (4.7) for the explicit Euler method 
un +l = un +-rA (Un)un, (4.10) 
and for the pseudo-linear forms (3.7') and (3.8') of implicit Euler and implicit midpoint, respectively. 
Since, II un II} represents the fully-discrete energy, it is natural to require monotonicity for the integration 
method as well (st~ Def. 3.4). 
Monoticity for (3.7') and (3.8') - for all -r and all LU - has already been established in Example 
(3.5), so there remains to examine (4.10). The explicit Euler rule (4.10) is monotone in /2, if 
III+-rA(Un)ll2..;;;1. 
Since A =AT we have III +-rA (Un)ll2..;;;III +-rA (Un)ll 00 , so that 
III +TA (Un)l12..;;; max{r(DJ-I + DJ)+ll-r(DJ-l + DJ)I}, 
J 
where r =-r / (LU )2. It follows that explicit Euler is monotone in 12, if 
T..;;; (LU)2 
max(DJ-l + D;) 
J 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
(4.13) 
Notice that for the! linear model problem u1 = uxx , where DJ = I, the classical condition r ..;;; ½ appears ( see 
e.g. Richtmyer & Morton [20], p. 12, for an illustration of the Fourier series method of von Neumann). 
Using the temtinology of Definition 3.11, we can also say that explicit Euler satisfies the spectral con-
dition - for problem (4.7) where DJ= I - if r ..;;;½. This is a trivial consequence of the following obser-
vation. The eigenvalues ;\)A], A given by (4.8) where DJ= I, are 
i\J[A] = (m + 1)2[-2+2 cos( mi: 1 )], (4.14) 
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so that 
mw 
o[R(TA)J = o[J+rA]=Jl+r[-2+2cos(--1 )Jl-n+ (4.15) 
We can conclude that for the linear parabolic model problem, the spectral condition, or the condition of 
absolute stability, is just the condition for monotonicity in /2. This equivalence is a consequence of the 
normality of A (d. (3.22)). If A is not normal, the spectral condition may be quite misleading however. 
The linear hyperbolic model equation of the next section has been chosen with the aim of illustrating this 
failure of the spectral condition. 
5. The hyperbollic model problem 
Following Ric:htmyer & Morton [20], p. 151, we consider the simple hyperbolic initial-boundary value 
problem 
u1 = -ux, 0<x~l, t>O, 
u (0,t) = 0, t >0, (5.1) 
u (x ,0) = u0(x ), 0~x ~ 1, 
u0 being an initiial function. Here, the interval [0,1] is divided into m equal subintervals of length 
tu =m- 1• On the resulting x-grid {xj :xj = j tu ,j = l(l)m }, we approximate ux by the first order back-
ward difference 
(5.2) 
where Uj(t)c:::::.u(xj,t) again denotes the time-continuous approximation at xj. Observe that U0(t)=Q. 
The time-continuous grid function U=[Ui, ... ,Umf satisfies the semi-discrete problem 
U = AU~ 
where A is the constant bidiagonal m X m matrix 
-1 
I -1 
- I A - tu 
1 -1 
• • 
• • 
• • 
I -1 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
Let us integrate (5.3) with the explicit and implicit Euler method. All eigenvalues A[A] are equal to 
(-tu )- 1, so that 
A[/ +rA] = 1- ~, (explicit Euler) 
A[(/-rA)- 1] = (I+ ~)- 1, (implicit Euler) 
(5.5) 
Evidently, explicit Euler satisfies the spectral condition for system (5.3), if r / tu <2, while implicit Euler 
admits arbitrary values for r. 
We next examine monotonicity for both methods. Define 
I 
E(t) = flu(x,t)Jdx. 
0 
(5.6) 
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After defining u0(x)=0 for x <0, we can write 
I I 
E (t) = f lu0(x - t )ldx = f lu 0(x - t )jdx, 
I 0 
(5.7) 
from which we conclude that E(t +r)o;;;;;E(t) for all t ;r>O, i.e. problem (5.1) is monotone in /1. Hence 
in Rm we consider the / 1-norm 
m 
llflli = Ax~ lfjl, (5.8) 
j=I 
so that IIU(t)ll 1 =E(t)+0(Ax) as Ax-o. 
The expression (2.7) for the logarithmic matrix norm µ1 trivially yields µ1[A ]=0 for matrix (5.4), so 
that by virtue of Theorem 2.6 monotonicity for the semi-discrete problem (5.3) has been established. 
Implicit Euler preserves monotonicity in /1 for all T>O, according to Example 3.6, so there remains to 
examine explicit Euler. We have 
lll+TAlli = :..x +11- :..x1=1, iff :..x o;;;;;I. (5.9) 
This contrasts sharply with the spectral condition :.X :,;;;;;2. In fact, the method of lines concept of abso-
lute stability is rather dangerous to rely on. A sample calculation illustrating this point is shown in 
Table 5.1. For the two ratios :.X = ~~,; the entries in the table represent the maximum absolute error 
maxju(tn,xj)-UJI, j=l, ... , ,,.1 __ ; n=l, ... ,..!-, 
J~ ~ T 
(5.10) 
for a range of Ax-values, where u (0,x) = sin( TTX ). Hence for both values of Ax we integrate till t = 1. 
T 12 
---
Ax 13 
7' 3 
---Ax 2 
12 
8.9ici2 
6.1 ili 0 
1 
24 
6.7ici2 
5.2j)i2 
48 
4.9ici2 
l.21b 7 
Table 5.1 
1 
96 
3.5io2 
l.81b 16 
192 384 
2.5ici2 1.8i,;2 
l.11t35 l.41t73 
The entries of the last row - the absolutely stable calculation - clearly show that in a practical cal-
culation with prolblems of the present type absolute stability is rather misleading. The explanation is sim-
ple. Strict absolute stability merely guarantees that un - 0 as n -oo for fixed T and Ax. For finite n, 
however, error growth is not excluded by absolute stability in case of a large deviation of normality. 
Table 5 .2, whose entries contain maxj I u ( tn ,xj )- VJ I for some values of n , nicely illustrate this. The 
observed error growth cannot occur in case of monotonicity. 
n 10 64 192 320 448 512 640 
Table 5.2 
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Remark 5.1. The failure of the spectral condition can also be directly explained from the well-known 
Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy condition for convergence, which says that the domain of dependence of the 
hyperbolic equation must be contained in the domain of dependence of the explicit difference scheme. If 
the CFL condition is violated, there will be no convergence as T-+0, T / !J.x fixed (see e.g. Forsythe & 
Wasow [9], p. 25). For explicit Euler applied to (5.3) - standard forward-backward difference scheme 
for (5.1) - the CFL condition is just the /1-monotonicity condition T / !J.x ~ I. In this connection we 
observe that in an analogous way monotonicity in / 00 and 12 can be shown under the same condition 
Tj!J.x~l. • 
By exploiting the general applicability of Dahlquist's Theorem 2.5 it is relatively simple to obtain 
results on monotonicity and contractivity for the nonlinear hyperbolic model problem 
u1 = -J(u)x, 0<x~l, t>0, 
u(0,t) = 0, t >0, (5.11) 
u(x,0) = u0(x), 0~x~l, 
where f'(u)>0, all u ER, and /(0)=0. Nonlinear problems of this type (nonlinear conservation laws) 
have been the subject of numerous numerical studies, mainly in computational fluid dynamics. Even 
when u°(x) and / ( u) are smooth functions, typical solutions have discontinuities across curves which 
separate regions in which the solution is smooth. One-sided difference approximations have attractive 
properties to deal with such discontinuities (Engquist & Osher [6]). 
Like for the linear problem (5.1), we space-discretize/(u)x with first order backward differences on a 
uniform grid to obtain 
. 1 
U1 = - !J.xf (U1), (5.12) 
. I . 
uj = - !J.x (f (Uj)-J (Uj-1)), J =~(l)m. 
Denote U=F(U), where U=[Ui, ... ,Umf- The Jacobian matrix F'(U) is given by 
-J'(U1) 
f'(U1) 
F'(U) = _I 
!J.x 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• • 
(5.13) 
Because f'(½)>0, it follows that µ1[F'(U)]=0, where µ1 corresponds to the / 1-norm (5.8). Conse-
quently, the semi-discrete problem is dissipative in / 1 and also monotone since F(Q)=Q. An easy calcula-
tion shows that explicit Euler is contractive and monotone in /1, if 
"~- maxf'(Uj)~l. ~ Uj (5.14) 
Recall that implicit Euler preserves contractivity and monotonicity in / 1 for all T>0. 
6. Diffusion-convection problems 
The error growth phenomena discussed in the previous section are also observed in calculations aris-
ing from diffusion-convection problems with dominating convection terms. For such problems, however, 
one has to reckon with two sources of troubles, viz. the spectral condition gives misleading information, 
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but also standard symmetrical space-differencing may yield large unwanted oscillations in the semi-
discrete solution (see e.g. Siemieniuch & Gladwell [24], Morton [18], Mitchell & Griffiths [17], p. 258, 
and Griffiths, Christie & Mitchell [10]). It is instructive to see how one can prevent the trouble by 
requiring contractivity or monotonicity in combination with upwind space-differencing. 
Following the aforementioned authors we consider the simple model 
u1 = Uxx-hUx, 0<x<l, t>0, 
u(0,t) = 0, ux(l,t)=0, t >0, (6.1) 
u(x ,0) = u0(x ), 
where the convection parameter b is positive and may be large. On the equidistant x -grid 
{xj:xj=}Ax,Ax=m- 1,J=l(l)m} we discretize uxx by means of standard second order central differ-
ences, while ux is approximated by the generalized upwind difference quotient (cf. Griffiths et al. [10]) 
Ux lx=x1 ~ (2A.x)- 1[(1-w)Uj+l +2w½-(l +w)½-iJ, (6.2) 
where 0:o;;;;;w :o;;;;; 1. The values w =O and w = 1 produce the central difference and b~ckward difference (full 
upwinding) approximation, respectively. We thus obtain the semi-discrete system U=AU, where A is the 
m Xm matrix 
-2-2wq 1-q(l-w) 
l+q(l+w) -2-2wq 1-q(l-w) 
I • • • A 
- (A.x)2 • • • (6.3) • • • 
I+q(l+w) -2-2wq 1-q(l-w) 
2+2wq -2-2wq 
Here, the parameter q=½bA.x. Notice that the boundary condition ux(l,t)=0 has been dealt with by 
substituting Um+ 1=Um-l into (6.2). 
As in Griffiths et al. [10], we consider the maximum norm 
llflloo = maxlfj IJERm. 
J 
From the definition of µ.00 we readily find 
0 , 0:o;;;;;q(l-w)~l, 
P.oo[A] = 2q(l-w)-2 , q(l-w)>l, 
which shows that the problem is monotone in / 00 , if and only if 
0:o;;;;;q(l-w):o;;;;;I. 
(6.4) 
(6.5) 
If this condition is violated, one has to reckon with unwanted oscillations in the time-continuous solution 
U (t) (see Siemieniuch & Gladwell [24]). Obviously, this imposes the restriction q :o;;;;; I for the central 
difference scheme for which w =0. By using upwinding, 0<w :o;;;;;I, it is always possible to obtain / 00 -
monotone time-continuous solutions U (t ). 
For further interesting details on the numerical solution of (6.1) the reader is referred to the 
aforementioned papers. Here we still observe that the / 1-norm and 12-norm are less appropriate for the 
present example. For example, for w = 1 the logarithmic norm JJ.i[A ] is always positive. Further, 
JJ.1[A] = max {0,+[1-q(l-w)]}. (6.6) 
7. The shallow water equations: conservative space differencing 
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A field of application where step-by-step stability is of significant practical importance is numerical 
fluid dynamics. Particularly in applications where a solution is sought over very large time-intervals, such 
as in long term numerical weather predictions (see e.g. Houghton, Kasahara & Washington [131). Sec-
tions 7 and 8 are devoted to a nonlinear stability analysis of approximations for the two-space dimen-
sional shallow water equations (the primitive equations for an incompressible, inviscid fluid with a free 
surface). We have chosen the shallow water equations as an example in our survey, since these equations 
are of direct practical importance and nonlinear instabilities frequently occur (see e.g. Arakawa [I], 
Houghton et al. [13), Sadourny [21), Gustafsson [11), and Fairweather & Navon [7)). Evidently, the 
nature of this survey set bounds to our discussion implying that accuracy will get much less attention 
. than stability. 
For the sake of comparison we will concentrate on the specific initial-boundary value problem studied 
by Gustafsson [11) and Fairweather & Navon [7]. As far as possible, we will also adopt their notation. 
Define the vector function w =[u,v,q,)7, where each component function depends on the space co-
ordinates x JI and on the time variable t, i.e. w = w (x J.:'. ,t ). Here u and v represent velocity com-
ponents in the x- andy-direction, respectively, and q,=2-vgh where h is the depth of the fluid and g is 
the acceleration of gravity. Our initial-boundary value problem has the form 
w, = A(w)wx+B(w)wy+C(y)w, (7.1) 
where 
O~x~L, O~~D, O~t 
A 
[ 
0 f 
C = -J 0 
0 0 
0 <J>/2] 
u O , B = 
0 u 
[
V O O l 
- 0 V q,/2 , 
0 q,/2 V 
~]• f =J +{KJ-D /2), j, p CODBI. 
The parameter f represents the Coriolis force. We assume periodic solutions in the x -direction 
w(XJ1,t) = w(x +LJ1,t). 
Then, with the boundary conditions 
v(x,0,t) = v(x,D,t)=O, 
and initial function w (x JI ,0) given, the total energy 
LD 2 2 
E = ½[f(u2 +v2 +.!f...)£dydx 
0 4 4g 
(7.2) 
(7.3) 
(7.4) 
(7.5) 
is independent of the time. So we are dealing with a well-posed problem. Note that no boundary condi-
tions are necessary for u and <I> at y = O,D. This conservation of energy property will be our guiding 
principle for the numerical stability analysis, i.e. we will analyse along the lines of the energy method. 
Remark 7.1. In many applications the matrix C has the form 
C = - ~ I ~]• A=l.(x_y,w)>O, (7.6) 
where A is normally very small. For example, in shallow water calculations A represents bottom friction. 
If 7'>0, the total energy E (t) will monotonically decrease with evolution in time. Hence the bottom 
-r,W~' um--7 -----'fil'/io/,W~,-,,~~r~;•••~'S'""'~,•~--•uu•uuunu;,,;•~~, •;•m•;.,;m••~•> u-r,rnrr~-
;j;J;>/ 
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friction has a dissipative influence. In our discussion we simply take A=O. All stability results for the 
case A=O trivially carry over to the case A>O. We should also mention that in many applications equa-
tion (7.1) contaii11s an inhomogeneous term representing external forces. Step-by-step stability, however, 
has to do with the homogeneous part of the equation, allowing us to omit the inhomogeneous part. D 
The fully continuous problem (7.1) - (7.4) is conservative with respect to the total energy E. Accord-
ing to the approach of our nonlinear stability analysis this property should be maintained upon space-
discretization, i.e. the space-discretization should lead to a semi-discrete problem which is conservative in 
some suitable energy norm. If not, we must reckon with inherent instability of the semi-discrete system. In 
such a situation any step-by-step integration over large time intervals may fail due to severe instability, 
i.e. exponential blow up. For the present problem (7.1) - (7.4) this situation indeed arises after space-
discretizing with standard finite differences, as in Gustafsson [11] and Fairweather & Navon [7]. The fol-
lowing experiment serves to illustrate this nuisance which impedes many computations in practice. 
Experiment 7.2. We first describe the space-discretization employed by Gustafsson and Fairweather & 
Navon. The x-interval and y-interval are divided into Nx and Ny subintervals of length ax and Ay, 
respectively, i.e. Nxax =L and NyAy =D. On the grid 
{(xJJ'k):x1=Jax,J=l(l)Nx and yk=kAy,k=O(l)Ny}, (7.7) 
we define ~k = [ Ujk> J/;k>'PJk f as the time-continuous approximation for w (x1 J'k ,t) resulting from the 
application of second order symmetrical differences at all interior points and first order one-sided differ-
ences at the boundary points (xJJ'k), k =O,Ny- In the x-direction symmetrical differencing is possible 
everywhere because of the periodicity, i.e. Wok=WN,k and WN,+I,k=W1k. Note that V;o=V;N,=O 
due to (7.4). 
Upon substitution of the finite difference approximations into equation (7.1) - for the grid points 
(x1 J'k ), 1 ..;.J ..;.Nx and O..;.k ..;.NY - the system of ordinary differenti!!-1 equations in the time-continuous 
grid function W(t) is obtained. For describing this large system, W=F(W) say, it is convenient to 
introduce the splitting notation 
W = F(W)=FO>(W)+ F<2>(W)+ p(3>(W), (7.8) 
where pO>,F<2> and p<3> correspond to A(w)wx, B(w)wy and C(y)w, respectively. Because the expres-
sions A (w )wx and A (w )wy are one-space dimensional, all components of p(I) and p<2> are coupled only 
along horizontal and vertical grid lines. This means that we can describe these splitting functions per grid 
line. Fork =O(l)Ny we have 
1 w2k-wN,k 
Ff,!(W) == A (W1d 2a_x , 
p.<I)(W) = A (W- ) ~+I,k - ~-l,k . =2(l)N -1 Jk 1k 2ax ,1 x, (7.9) 
w -w Ff!i(W) ='A (WN,k) lk 2~,-l,k. 
and for j = l(l)Nx 
FW(W) = B(W- ) ~ 1- ~o 
J JO Ay ' 
F-f>(W) = B(W- ) ~,k+I- ~,k-I 
1 Jk 2Ay ' k = l(l)Ny -1, (7.10) 
w.N -w . .N 1 
F~(W) = B(W- ) 1 ' 1 ,- . J y JN, Ay 
The components of p<3> are not coupled, so 
F/f>(W) = C(yd~k> j = l(l)Nx, k =O(l)Ny. (7.11) 
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Assembling equations (7.9)-(7.11) yields the semi-discrete shallow water equation (7.8). 
Gustafsson and Fairweather & Navon have investigated alternating direction implicit (ADI) methods 
for the time-integration of (7.8). Among others, they have performed some long runs which always 
ended with an "exponential blow up". They lay the blame for these "explosions" on nonlinear instabili-
ties in the scheme, but leave undecided whether it is a failure of the ADI method or not. We wish to 
point out that these "explosions" can easily occur, for any integration method, for the simple reason that 
(7.8) can be shown to possess solutions, at least locally, for which the trapezoidal rule approximation E 11 
of E increases in time. More precisely, initial grid functions w<> exist, such that 
E ,1(-r) > E ,1(0), all lix, ay, (7.12) 
for -r sufficiently small. Hence, (7 .8) is neither conservative, nor monotone with respect to the semi-
discrete total energy EA· 
The proof of inequality (7.12) is not very illuminating, so we omit it here. A weak point in our rea-
soning is that this negative result has a local meaning only. It gives no information on the global 
behaviour of E 11(t) for a given w<>. Yet we think that the lack of conservation, or of monotonicity, of 
E 11 causes the "exponential blow ups" reported by Gustafsson and Fairweather & Navon. To support 
this view we have integrated system (7.8) with the 5-th order, explicit Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg code RKF45 
(Fehlberg (81). * This code performs stepsize and local error control as it is standard nowadays in the 
numerical solution of ordinary differential equations. We have applied it with the tolerance parameter 
TOL equal to 10-s, using the problem parameters (cf. Gustafsson (11]) 
L = 6.0 106 m, D =4.4 106 m, J = 10-4 sec-I, P= l.5j011 sec-Im-I, 
g = 10 m sec-2, H 0=2000 m, H 1=220 m, H 2 =133 m, 
lix = ay = 200.000 m. 
The parameters H; occur in the initial height function 
h(xv1) = Ho+H 1 tanh( 9(D i~-y)) + 
H h2( 9(D /2-y)) . 2'1TX 
2 sec D sm L, 
while the initial velocities are defined by U = -gf- 1ah / ay, V = gf- 1ah /ax. 
5.5 
5.4 ... -------------'----
5.3 
4 8 12 16 20 21 
Fig. 7.1 Fully discrete total energies El and E'i,, 
computed with RKF45. 
(days) 
* We have used the version implemented by Shampine and Watts in their code GERK (see TOMS 2, 
172-186, 1976). 
(7.13) 
(7.14) 
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Figure 7.1 shows El, the fully discrete total energy. One can see that after approximately 17 days 
the solution suddenly blows up, despite the automatic stepsize control of RKF45. For stable problems 
the stepsize control can normally be trusted for preventing numerical instabilities. We therefore believe 
that inherent instability of the semi-discrete problem (7.8) underlies the "energy explosion". Up to the 
17-th day the integration went smoothly with an almost constant stepsize of about 9 minutes. Some days 
before the "explosion" took place, the stepsize was gradually reduced by the control mechanism of 
RKF45. • 
Gustafsson [11) and Fairweather & Navon [7] examine the use of artificial dissipative terms with the 
aim of suppressing the instabilities observed. The technique of artificial dissipation is rather ad hoc, 
unfortunately. A better approach, from the viewpoint of numerical stability, is to discretize in such a way 
that numerical stability can be guaranteed In the remainder of this section we will describe how to real-
ize this for the initial-boundary value problem (7.1)-(7.4). 
In view of the constant total energy E, given by (7.5), our first task is to space-discretize problem 
(7 .1 )-(7.4) to a semi-discrete system which is conservative in an appropriate energy norm ( cf. Definition 
2.3). In other words, the squared norm of any semi-discrete solution should represent a constant semi-
discrete total energy. Our derivation is based on a tranformation of variables which enables us to defme a 
manageable norm from the integral (7.5). The new variable is w =[q,z ,I/It, where 
q = ½q,u, z = ½q,v, I[!= ! q,2· (7.15) 
For these variables the integral (7.5) assumes the more attractive form 
LD 
E = _81 f j(q2+z2+1/12)dydx. 
g O 0 
(7.16) 
Let W denote the new time-continuous grid function which we define on the same grid as used before, 
viz. (7.7). Approximating E on this grid by means of th~ trapezoidal rule delivers (we omit the constant 
(8g)-l) 
A N, N,-l AT A AT A AT A 
Et:.= Axdy~[ ~ W;kW;k+½(W;oW;o+W;N,W;N,)J. (7.17) 
j=l k=l 
From this expression it directly follows that the scaled 12-norm II· II corresponding to the inner product 
N, N1 -l 
<f.~> = Axdy ~ [ ~ f[k~jk +½(ff~jo+f/,.,~jN)J, (7.18) j=l k=l 
may be a suitable energy norm, since IIWll2=.E4 • 
Now we have chosen a norm, the next step in the derivation is to defme a semi-discrete approxima-
tion for the transformed problem such that it is conservative in the scaled 12-norm 11·11. For convenience 
of presentation we will discuss this part of the derivation for only one space dimension. 
Example 7.3. Denote w =[v,q,t. We consider 
w1 = B(w)wy, O..;;y..;;D, t;;;;a,O, (7.19) 
[ V ½q,l B(w) = - ½q, v , 
where v and q, do have the same meaning as in equation (7.1). For v we impose v(O,t)=v(D,t)=O, 
t >0, while no condition is imposed for q,. Using the new variables z and I[! (cf. (7.15)), equation (7.19) 
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is rewritten as 
3 
3 -½ I -2 2 ½ 
- 2 z1[I Zy + 4 1[1 Z o/y-o/ o/y, z, 
o/t = -1[1½zy -½z1[1-½o/y-
Omitting the constant factor, E and Et:. are given by 
and 
N -I 
A y 
Et:,. = dy[ ~ (Z,;+i'l)+½i'J+½i'k,J. 
k=I 
(7.20) 
(7.21) 
(7.22) 
As outlined above, the task we have set ourselves is to determine a semi-discrete approximation for 
(7.20), in the dependent variables Zk and 'Yb such that Et:,. is independent of time. For that purpose we 
examine 
D 
½E = j(zz1 +#,)dy =0. 
0 
(7.23) 
The clue here is to put together those terms from (7.20) for which the contribution to E is equal to zero, 
and to difference these collected terms in such a way that their contribution to dE t:. / dt is zero too. So 
we compute 
D 3 3 3 I -- 3 -
½E = -·j[(2z21[1-½zy-4z31[1 2o/y)+(2z1[1½1[1y+1[12zy)]dy 
0 
(7.24) 
D 3 3 
- -
-- j[(½z31[1-½)y + (z o/2 )y ]dy = - ½z31[1-½ _:_ z o/ 2 ll ;:{!. 
0 
The first bracketed term corresponds to the first two terms for z1 , while the second bracketed term 
corresponds to th.e remaining terms of (7.20). Clearly, both these bracketed terms vanish in (7.24). 
Let us considt!r the first two terms for z1 • To obtain equal coefficients, we rewrite the expression to 
d = -½z1[1-½zy -½(z21[1-½)y- (7.25) 
We next approximated on the equidistant y-grid {yk} by second order symmetrical differences, i.e. for 
k = l(l)Ny -1 we: define 
(7.26) 
Recall that Z 0=ZN =0. From a trivial calculation one now can see that the contribution of (7.26) to 
A y 
dE t:. / dt, given by 
N,-1 
2dy ~ ZkDk, (7.27) 
k=I 
is precisely equal to zero. 
Let us consid1er the remaining terms of (7.20), viz. _o/½o/y and the expression for 1[11 • The latter is 
rewritten to 
(7.28) 
For k = l(l)Ny - I we again approximate both expressions with second order symmetrical differences, 
while for k = 0, Ny first order one-sided differences are used. Like for (7 .26), an elementary calculation 
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then reveals that the contribution to d.En / dt of the corresponding semi-discrete expressions is precisely 
equal to zero. 
To sum up, we first transform equation (7 .19) to (7 .20) and rewrite the latter to the equivalent form 
z1 = -½zt[;-½zy-½(z2t[;-½)y-i/;½t/;y- (7.29) 
1"1 = (t/;½z )y-
This equation then is space-discretized to 
(7.30) 
where Dk is given by (7.26). Problem (7.30) is conservative (cf. Def. 2.3) in the energy norm correspond-
ing to E11 given by (7.22). • 
We return to our discussion of the two-space dimensional flow problem. The derivation of the energy 
conserving semi-discrete approximation is completely analogous to the derivation for the one-space 
dimensional problem (7. I 9). First one should transform equation (7. I), according to (7 .15). Then the 
transformed equations should be rewritten to a form similar as (7.29). After some examination, one can 
deduce that this specific form is given by 
w1 = X(w)+ Y(w)+C(y)w, 
where C (y) is the same matrix as in equation (7.1 ), and where 
½t/;-½qqx +½(t/;-½q2)x +i/;½t/Jx 
X(w) = - ½t[;-½qzx +½(t[;-'hqz)x 
(t/;½q )x 
½zt[;-½qy +½(qzt/;-½)y 
Y(w) = - ½zt/;-½zy +½(z 2t[;-½)y +t/;½t/;y 
(t/;½z )y 
(7.31) 
(7.32) 
(7.33) 
Standard space-diifferencing of this partial differential equation yields a semi-discrete system - in the 
dependent vector variable W - which can be proved to be conservative in the scaled /2-norm 
corresponding to (7.18). For future reference, we denote this system by 
dd~ = F(W). (7.34) 
In order to save sjpace its actual formulation must be omitted. For the same reason we do not write down 
the proof of its conservation property. 
Experiment 7.4. By way of comparison we have integrated system (7.34) with the Fehlberg code RKF45 
in exactly the same way as the non-conservative system (7.8). The resulting fully discrete total energy El 
has been computed over a period of 21 days (see Fig. 7.1). One can see that RKF45 keeps the energy 
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nearly constant. More precisely, after 21 days the relative difference with the initial energy is equal to 
10-1, which is negligible. Notice that the explicit 5-th order Fehlberg formula in RKF45 is not conserva-
tive. D 
Remark 7.5. A known idea in the numerical solution of the shallow water equations is the use of so-
called space-staggered grids. Herewith the semi-discrete variables are defined on the grid in a staggered 
way, rather than on the entire grid. The aim is to reduce the computational costs by defining a minimal 
number of variables. Following a different approach than ours, Sadoumy [21] describes an energy con-
serving space-disretization of the shallow water equations on such a grid. We wish to remark that the 
approach of this section is also applicable to space-staggered grids, of course at the cost of more compli-
cated derivations. D 
8. The shallow water equations: consenative time integration 
In view of the existence of a conservative semi-discrete shallow water equation it is natural to require 
conservation in the time-integration as well, in order to guarantee step-by-step stability when proceeding 
in time. In the last section of this paper we will briefly embark upon two conservative methods for system 
(7.34). 
We recall that in practice the shallow water equation normally contains a small dissipative term (see 
Remark 7.1). In that case our system (7.34) will become strictly monotone, though the conservative part 
will largely dominate. The time-integration method is therefore required to preserve not only conserva-
tion, but also monotonicity. 
The first method is based on the explicit rational Runge-Kutta formula (3.16). This peculiar method 
can be made conservative and monotone by a special choice of the parameter y. Praagman [19] has 
investigated the use of the classical 4-th order formula when combined with a finite element space-
discretization. Obviously, our rational mode can also be combined with the finite element approach. We 
note that a sensible application of formula (3.16) is only,possible for y close to one, which implies a res-
triction on -r. Though the method is conservative for all -r, its explicitness will be charged in some way or 
another. In that respect the method is not different from the classical formula investigated by Praagman 
[19]. For other explicit methods for shallow water equations the interested reader is referred to Van der 
Houwen [14, 15]. 
The second method we have in mind is a locally one-dimensional splitting method (LOD method) 
based on the application of the pseudo-linear midpoint rule (3.8'). From the viewpoint of numerical stabil-
ity we consider this method as an attractive alternative for the ADI methods of Gustafsson [11] and 
Fairweather & Navon [7]. Further, by using (3.8'), the complications of solving nonlinear systems of 
algebraic equations is avoided. Below we will give an outline of this second method. 
Consider system (7.34). Assume, for convenience of discussion, that C(y) is the zero matrix. We write 
(8.1) 
where /(1> and ft<2> correspond to X(w) and Y(w ), respectively (cf. (7.~)J- Clearly, components of ft<1> 
are coupled only along horizontal grid lines. Likewise, components of ft< > are coupled only along verti-
cal grid lines. This one-space dimensional form of ft<1> and ft<2> allows the application of splitting 
methods such as ADI and LOD. 
Suppose, for the time being, that ft<i) can be written in the pseudo-linear form (cf. (2.15)) 
ft<i>(w) = p<i>(w)w, i = 1,2, (8.2) 
such that for the inner product (7.18) it holds that 
<P<i>(nr. r> = o, all rJ (8.3) 
Next consider the following LOD integration method based on the pseudo-linear midpoint rule (3.8'): 
A* A +I 
wn+I = W*+,.p<2>(wn)W +W" 
2 
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(8.4) 
One complete step wn -wn + 1 consists of two consecutive one-dimensional steps. By virtue of (8.3), and 
because of the conservation property of (3.8'), it follows that the LOD method is conservative, viz. 
11wn+111 = 11w•11=11wn 11. (8.5) 
W~ also note that (8.4) preserves monotonicity. Further, the term C(y)w can be included without any 
essential modification. For computational purposes it is convenient to write (8.4) into the equivalent 
form 
w·· = wn +½TP<1>(wn)w**, W*=2w·•-wn, 
wn+l,• = JV*+½TP(2)(wn)JVn+l,•, wn+l=2wn+l,•_JV*. 
This notation avoids the matrix vector operation in (8.4). 
(8.6) 
The practical value of this conservative LOD method must still be established of course. However, 
the method is based on a sound basis. Step-by-step stability is guaranteed for all T>0, despite the non-
linearities in the shallow water equation. Per integration step the computational costs are not very large. 
For each grid line one has to make up a block tridiagonal matrix and, subsequently, solve the 
corresponding system of linear algebraic equations. The storage requirements are also very modest. The 
order of accuracy in time is equal to one, which may be insufficient. ll so, one possibly can improve the 
accuracy by global extrapolation. This classical technique has no intederence with the stability (Verwer & 
de Vries [27]). 
There remains to prove our assumption concerning the existence of the two matrices p(I) and p<2> 
satisfying (8.3). For this proof one needs of course the actual formulation of fr which we have omitted in 
order to save space. For that reason we will again resort. to the one-dimensional flow problem (7.19) and 
present the derivation of the conservative pseudo-linear form for system (7.30). The derivation for the 
functions j(I) and fr<2> goes along the same lines, though it is somewhat more cumbersome. 
Example 8.1. Consider system (7.30). Let us denote its dependent vector variable by 
W=[Zo,i'o · · · Zk>i'k · · · ZN,,i'N,f, 
where Z 0=ZN, =0. The inner product we are dealing with (see (7.22)) is given by 
<f.~> = Ay <Gf,~>2, G =diag(½,½,1,1, · · · 1,1,½,½). (8.7) 
Our task is to write system (7.30) in the pseudo-linear notation, W=P(W)W say, where P(W) is of the 
2-block tridiagonal form 
0 Poi 
PIO O P12 
P - -1 • • • 
- 2Ay • • • • 
PN,-1,N,-2 
• 
• 
0 PN,-1,N, 
and where <P(r)!J> =0 for all r.r. A judicious inspection of (7.30) leads us to 
_ [-½(i'k--~\Zk-1 +i'k-½Zk) -'l'f l 
Pk,k-1 - _.T,½ 0 ' Yk-1 
(8.8) 
(8.9) 
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(8.10) 
fork= I(I)Ny -1, while 
(8.11) 
We see that Pk,1<-J = -p[-l,k fork =2(I)Ny - I. Further, since Z 0 =0, the first column of p 10 may be 
chosen zero, so thatp01 = -2p[0. Likewise, we getpN,,N,-I = -2pN,-I.N,· It thus follows that 
<P(btt> = ay <[GP(b+PT(f)Glt.t>2=0 (8.12) 
for arbitrary grid functions f and f. • 
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